
In House/ External Events:

•	 The Success Story

•	 Teachers’ Day Celebrations – September 5 , 2020

•	 ‘Hindi Saptah’ – Special Week , September 14 – 18 , 
2020

•	 Let’s Connect! - PTM on September 11- 12,  2020
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Let’s Connect!
“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much”

-Helen Keller

Parent Teacher Meeting is a great opportunity for 
parents and teachers to develop a healthy and strong 
relationship for the holistic development of the child. 
Keeping this in mind DPS, GBN organized a PTM 
on September 11 - September 12, 2020 on Microsoft 
Teams platform. It was a fruitful session as the parents 
and teachers interacted effectively. Parents expressed 
their gratitude and happiness on the new method of the 
teaching learning process and discussed the progress 
of their child. Parents expressed their views and 
expectations with the class teacher and also provided 
their valuable feedback in an online feedback form 
shared with them. The online PTM was a great success 
as it helped the teachers and parents to interact and 
successfully collaborate to help their child perform 
better.

Special Week - Hindi Saptah
“Hindi is the soul of Indian Culture”

-Kamalapati Tripathi 

Hindi Diwas is celebrated on September 14 to illustrate 
the importance of Hindi language. To make children 
aware of the importance of Hindi language, DPS, GBN 
celebrated a Special Week dedicated to Hindi language 
for classes I – III from September 14 – September 
18, 2020. Many interesting activities were organized 
for children. The week commenced with a beautiful 
online assembly video, wherein children of different 
grades recited beautiful poems and inspiring slogans 
in Hindi and also apprised us with the rich history of 
Hindi language. It was a very informative assembly. The 
children then, made a badge and penned the slogan 
“Hindi hamaari shaan hai; desh ka abhimaan hai” on 
it. It inculcated a feeling of pride for the language in 
them. Fun and laughter reigned our online class whilst 
the children solved the mind tickling unique crossword 
puzzle which also enhanced their Hindi vocabulary 
and word power. Our young ones enjoyed watching an 
online story compiled together especially for them by 
the teachers. It left a lasting impression on their young 
minds. The following day, ‘Bujho To Janey’ activity 
was planned for the students in which they solved 
different interesting ‘Paheliyaan’ presented to them. 
The week culminated with ‘Doha Vachan’ wherein, 
our young learners beautifully presented dohas of 
renowned poets like Surdas, Kabir Das and Tulsidas etc 
in their own unique ways. It was indeed an enriching 
experience and the students enjoyed all the activities. 
Language and culture of a country plays an important 
role in connecting people with each other and to stay in 
harmony which, in turn creates a strong nation. 
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Teachers’ Day Celebrations
“One child, one teacher, one book, one pen can change 
the world”

- Malala Yousafzai
A teacher always desires that their students become 
good human beings. A teacher is a child’s hero. Any 
celebration for a teacher is incomplete without their 
students. This year too, the teachers celebrated Teachers’ 
day with the students. The unique celebrations took 
place on Microsoft Teams platform on Saturday, 
September 5, 2020. The day started with a prayer and 
an online presentation explaining the importance of 
celebrating this day. Students participated online with 
great enthusiasm. They were dressed in their party 
outfits and eagerly wished their teachers in their own 
special way. A wide array of activities was planned for 
this day. The children recited poems and quotes, sang 
songs, played instruments and put up beautiful dances 
for their teachers’. The teachers also had few activities 
lined up. Each child was bestowed with appreciation 
quotes specially drafted by their teachers. The children 
had fun playing games, interacting with their friends 
online and ended the celebration by having their 
delicious food. All the children took part with great 
ardour in the grand celebrations and enjoyed their day. 

The Success Story
“A dream does not become reality through magic; it takes 
sweat, determination,and hard work.“

-Colin Powell
Success, glory and medals reigned the month of 
September as our young Dipsites did our school proud 
by acing the online interschool competitions! We at 
DPS, GBN always believe in encouraging our students to 
showcase their talent, motivating them to excel and give 
their best. Fortune World School, Noida organized an 
Online Inter School Competition, ‘IGNITRA 2020’ on 
August 28, 2020. Shatakshi Agrawal of III-I participated 
in ‘Aboriginal Art Form’ competition and bagged First 
position, Maham Iqbal of I-E participated in ‘Shape-
O-World’ competition and bagged Third position. In 
another competition, ‘Shlok Ucharan’, Khyati Khanna of 
II-A took part and gave an excellent performance. The 
children participated in all the competitions with full 
zeal and zest. We all are proud of their achievements.


